The ProFoster

About us

The ProFroster is a handheld adjustable cake scraper invented by our founder, Arlette Novelli and recognized under US Patent No. 9,717,263. The ProFroster was invented due to the frustration every cake maker faces when working on a deadline, making a cake that is level and has a clean edge. After trying multiple techniques that include various scrapers and acrylic disks Arlette, thought there must be an easier way and the answer is an adjustable cake scraper called, "The ProFroster"!

Now you can make cakes like a professional! The ProFroster is a frosting tool that allows you to get clean straight edges even for taller / barrel cakes that are up to 8 inches high.

Our mission is to bring cake back into the household just like it was when we were growing up as kids, when our parents made cakes for the family to enjoy during special occasions.

The ProFroster is proudly made in the USA and uses FDA safe materials in a US certified ISO manufacturing facility to insure the very best quality and safety for all cake makers to enjoy.

Don’t be fooled by fakes

We are aware of counterfeits in the marketplace. To avoid purchasing a counterfeit product, we always recommend purchasing through an authorized vendor that you can find on our website at www.profroster.com. If you would like to become a vendor of "The ProFroster" please contact us theprofroster@gmail.com

To be certain you are purchasing an authentic ProFroster first check for our Trademark logo on the item. Next make sure it was purchased directly from www.profroster.com or an authorized dealer from our list located on our purchase page. Lastly, you can spot the difference in quality as the counterfeits are smaller, flimsy and have five circles located on the backside — the phonies are no substitute!

Safety is our primary concern

These counterfeits are not constructed with the same quality materials, and US FDA regulations as an authentic ProFroster, counterfeit items can present health risks in regards to the material used due to unregulated manufacturing in China. Any seller of counterfeits claiming to be US FDA compliant in regards to materials or process of the item is a lie. There are no US regulations or certification in these factories as these factories are outside the jurisdiction of the USA.

The ProFroster is dedicated in stopping all counterfeits but we ask you the public to not support counterfeit purchasing so we may keep cake making fun and safe for all to enjoy. Our team is working with law enforcement agencies and online marketplaces to stop the distribution and manufacturing of our Intellectual Property.

- Consequences of infringements include:
  - Reporting of infringements to online market places to have the item removed.
  - We reserve the right under US Patent laws to take legal action if infringement is not resolved and item listing is not removed immediately.
We reserve the right to report infringements regarding DMCA violations that mislead consumers to counterfeit items.

We reserve the right to report infringements to the appropriate US Law enforcement agencies and any other agencies that handle IP right protection.

To avoid infringement possibilities with our company make sure the good/item related to an "adjustable cake scraper/smoothie" is authenticate with our "The ProFroster" logo. We are the registered inventor of said product, we are the sole manufacturer of said product and any product that functions as said product is a violation under IP laws.

If you have any general questions or if you unsure about authenticity of your adjustable cake scraper, please contact us at theprofroster@gmail.com

Thank you, The ProFroster Team
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